INTRODUCTION
In iterative image reconstruction (IIR), there can be a large disconnect between practical iterative algorithms and the optimization problems that motivate their design. Particularly for image reconstruction from sparse-view CT data with its associated ill-conditioned linear system model, the number of required iterations for accurate solvers of relevant optimization problems can be much greater than 1000. When iteration numbers are this large, the trajectory of the image estimates can be quite important because practical application of IIR dictates iteration numbers on the order of ten or one hundred-well short of convergence.
A common strategy for obtaining useful images rapidly is to employ algorithms that process the data sequentially. 1, 2 In particular, for sparse-view CT we have been developing the adaptive-steepest-descent-projection-onto-convexsets (ASD-POCS) algorithm, 3 which is sequential in that it employs ART for the data agreement step. This algorithm has been shown to yield useful images at low iteration numbers. 4 The version of ASD-POCS reported in Ref. 3 is designed to solve the data-discrepancy-constrained total-variation (TV) minimization problem. For low-dose CT, where the data noise is relatively high, we have adapted ASD-POCS for accurate solution of TV constrained, data-discrepancy minimization. 5 While this algorithm was effective for its purpose, it required at least 100 iterations and the algorithm had five control parameters, four of which required tuning. With the present incremental framework useful images can be obtained from the TV-constrained optimization problem with as few as twenty iterations, and only one algorithm parameter needs to be tuned.
Recently, an incremental framework 6, 7 has been developed from which sequential iterative algorithms can be derived that both yield useful images at low iteration numbers and converge to the solution of a designed optimization problem. The reason why such a framework can be helpful for IIR algorithm development is that many design principles such as maximum entropy, maximum likelihood (ML), and sparsity exploitation are a form of optimization. It is not clear that truncating the iteration of the optimization problem solver will yield images that reflect the intentions of the designed optimization problem. With the incremental framework, where initial convergence is rapid, there may be a stronger link between early image estimates and the solution to the designed optimization.
In this work, we investigate the use of TV-constrained data-discrepancy minimization for sparse-view image reconstruction from noisy CT data. The use of the TV seminorm is motivated by selecting images with a sparse gradient magnitude image (GMI), and TV is known to be effective in reducing artefacts due to view angle under-sampling. Introducing this seminorm in the form of a constraint allows us to compare different data fidelity objective functions on an equal footing. In particular, we investigate the use of data fidelity terms derived from the maximum likelihood principle. Simulated CT data are generated, modeling the low-dose conditions of breast CT, using a Poisson statistics noise model for the transmitted intensity. Image reconstruction is performed with incremental algorithms, which constrain the image TV and minimize: (1) unweighted least-squares (LSQ), (2) weighted least-squares (WLSQ), and (3) Poissonlikelihood (PL) motivated objective functions. The WLSQ objective function is designed to approximate that of PL. The comparisons are performed on estimating statistical properties of the reconstructed images from 1000 noise realizations of the simulated transmission intensity data. In Sec. 2, the theoretical background for the incremental algorithms is presented along with the algorithms themselves. In Sec. 3, extensive simulations are performed comparing the incremental algorithms for IIR from low-dose CT data. In Sec. 4, we discuss practical aspects on the use of the various incremental algorithms focusing also on the application of the maximum-likelihood principle.
DATA MODEL AND INCREMENTAL ALGORITHMS

2.A. Data model
We employ a generic linear model for x-ray projection
where x ∈ ℜ n represents an image; b ∈ ℜ m is a sinogram; and A ∈ ℜ m×n denotes x-ray projection. For the present study, we consider a CT data model where the transmitted x-ray intensity follows a Poisson distribution. Let N 0 be the number of photons incident on the object for each ray and consider modeling the number of photons incident on the detector in the ith ray, y i , as a Poisson random variable with mean N 0 p i (x).
We then have
For transmission tomography, we take
where a i is the ith row of the projection matrix A. We note that it is possible that the measured transmitted intensity y i for a particular ray could be zero, and in this case, the measurement does not contain reliable information on the object and it is simply removed from the data set and A is modified by removing the corresponding row a i . For the scanning configurations considered here, the projection view angle is under-sampled; namely, there are too few views for Eq.
(1) to specify a unique solution. In designing an IIR algorithm for this noise model and configuration, we consider data fidelities motivated by maximum likelihood combined with a constraint capping the image TV.
2.B. Optimization problems
2.B.1. TV-constrained PL maximization
We formulate a convex optimization problem based on the PL function. Given m measurements N i , assuming that each random variable N i is independent, the log likelihood function is given by
As opposed to maximizing this expression over x, we minimize its negative subject to a TV constraint. Thus, given a data vector of x-ray transmission measurements y ∈ ℜ m , our goal is to solve the convex optimization problem,
The parameter γ is the TV constraint parameter.
The TV function is given by
where D i ∈ ℜ d×n is a finite differencing matrix approximating the gradient of the d-dimensional image at the ith pixel and D ∈ ℜ nd×n is given by
Including TV in Eq. (6) this way has a couple of advantages: comparisons using other data fidelity terms or different sampling schemes can be made on an equal footing, and simulation studies are simplified in that the TV of the test phantom is available to use as γ.
2.B.2. TV-constrained WLSQ
When large numbers of photons are detected, the probability distribution in Eq. (2) can be approximated by a multivariate Gaussian with mean equal to the variance. Working with the negative logarithm of the mean transmission data,
the transformed data are approximately distributed
where the covariance Σ is diagonal with variance equal to one over the mean transmitted x-ray intensity,
To incorporate this likelihood into an optimization, we consider the general TV-constrained WLSQ problem,
The matrix W ∈ ℜ m×m is a diagonal weighting matrix, and we refer to the individual diagonal elements as w i for i = 1,..., m. The maximum likelihood data fidelity is achieved by setting the weights to Σ −1 ,
We note that the TV-constrained LSQ problem corresponds to the case where the diagonal elements of W are set to one.
2.C. Incremental algorithms
A class of algorithms known as incremental proximal gradient methods (IPG) have been proposed 6 to efficiently solve large-scale, convex optimization problems. The incremental framework of interest applies to an objective function f : ℜ n  → ℜ written as the sum of S terms in the following form:
where g i , h i : ℜ n  → ℜ are convex. The optimization problems of Eqs. (6) and (11) fit this form in this sense: each of the data fidelity functions consist of sums of terms depending only on single measurements and the TV constraint, coded as an indicator function, is represented as one term. In these incremental methods, one takes first-order steps seeking to minimize each g i and h i individually. Empirically, fast initial convergence rates have been observed with such methods. 8 More recently, relaxed versions of the IPG methods have been proposed. 7 We present the kth update steps for the one of the relaxed incremental proximal gradient (R-IPG) methods for minimization of a function f as in Eq. (12) subject to a convex constraint set X here,
where P X : ℜ n  → ℜ n is the projection onto the convex set X and the proximal mapping is given by
Note the arg min operation returns a unique value since the function in its argument is strongly convex. The symbol
The value of the relaxation parameter ρ must lie in the interval (0,2) to ensure convergence. The value of i k can be chosen in a cyclic fashion such as i k = k%S-where we have used % to denote the modulus operation-or in a randomized manner. We refer the interested reader to Ref. 6 for more information about convergence rates in both cases. The step-size t k must be chosen such that
to ensure the algorithm does not end up in a limit cycle yet can still travel far enough to reach the optimal set. Technically, the optimization problems (6) and (11) do not meet the criteria for convergence proof of R-IPG1 because the indicator function coding the TV constraint is not Lipschitz continuous. We make a modification to these optimization problems, which does not affect the implementation of R-IPG1 when the iteration is truncated. We write both optimizations in the form,
where F(x) represents either of the data fidelity objective functions, λ is a parameter, and d C (x) is the distance from the point x to the TV constraint set C,
Formulating the optimization problems in this way, the objective functions are now Lipschitz continuous so that convergence of R-IPG1 is guaranteed. The role of λ will be addressed shortly.
We derive an instance of R-IPG1 for solving TV-constrained PL maximization by defining
and instances of TV-constrained WLSQ and LSQ (if the weights are set to one) by defining
For implementation of these algorithms, we need to compute the various proximal mappings. We start with the proximal mapping of the distance function d C (x) because this step determines the final form of R-IPG1 used in this work. It is shown in Appendix A that
where P C (·) denotes projection on the TV constraint set C.
We note that the projection in the second case corresponds to the proximal mapping of the original indicator function for C. The modification due to changing this constraint to a distance function comes in the first case when
For truncated iteration and t k > 0 and λ can be chosen large enough that this inequality is not satisfied over the range of k. In practice, we always take this update step to be P C (x k ) and there is no change in the instance of R-IPG1 in switching the TV constraint to a distance function. We can numerically calculate the projection P C (x k ) using an efficient primal-dual algorithm such as that of Chambolle and Pock (CP).
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2.C.1. Incremental algorithms for TV-constrained PL maximization, WLSQ, and LSQ
The desired form of R-IPG1 is derived by setting λ large enough
yielding the following R-IPG1 update steps
The step in first case is derived from the proximal mapping of the data fidelity terms for PL maximization, WLSQ, and LSQ. For this update, the projection onto the convex set X does not appear because we do not include additional constraints. Adding simple constraints, such as bound constraints, can be easily incorporated by specifying the appropriate constraint set X for the image x. In practice, such constraints need to be simple because they are performed at every update step k; for the data fidelity steps the index k specifies each of the terms in the corresponding objective and complex projections after each data term will prohibitively slow down the R-IPG1 algorithm. This is why the projection onto C is taken as an incremental step for k%(m + 1) = 0 instead of a projection at every k.
Addressing
where c * k is found by implicit solution of
We also provide methods for calculating c * k in Appendix B. For WLSQ, and LSQ, the proximal mapping can be derived by direct computation, shown in Appendix C,
This WLSQ update step resembles the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) with a relaxation parameter ρ. The difference is an additional term in the denominator which includes the weights w i and step-size t k . In the discussion of the results, we label each of the instances of R-IPG1 by the corresponding optimization problem: TV-constrained (TVC) -PL maximization or TVC-PL, TVC-WLSQ, and TVC-LSQ.
For the present work, we refer to a subiteration as an update step based in a single row of A and an iteration as a full cycle through all of the data followed by a single TV projection. Because we are interested in using few iterations, we choose ρ = 1 so that all x k for which k%(m + 1) = 0 are guaranteed to have a total-variation of γ or less.
RESULTS
To demonstrate the incremental algorithms with the various data fidelity objective functions, we conduct image reconstruction studies with noisy sparse-view projection data. The digital phantom shown in Fig. 1, consisting of a 256×256 pixel array, models a slice of a breast for the dedicated breast CT application. Because we wish to isolate the issue of the impact of noise, we do not introduce additional data inconsistency, and the projection data are generated using the same linear operator as that used in the image reconstruction. The projection data consist of 100 projections onto a 512-bin linear detector array. The source-detector and source-isocenter distances are modeled to be 72 and 36 cm, respectively. The sampling of this configuration is clearly not sufficient for direct or implicit inversion of Eq. (1) because the number of image pixels exceeds the number of measurements.
3.A. Noisy study
For all of the results, image reconstruction is performed on simulated data including noise. The same discrete-todiscrete model [Eq. (1)] generates the mean sinogram, and noise realizations for the transmitted x-ray intensity employ the Poisson model in Eq. (2) . The integrated incident number of photons per view per detector bin is modeled to be uniform at two intensity levels: N 0 = 2 × 10 4 and 2 × 10 5 . The latter value corresponds to a fairly low intensity that might be used in an actual breast CT scan. In this simulation the only source of inconsistency is due to the noise model, and we know exactly what probability distribution function governs the noise realization selection. All other sources of inconsistency: continuous object model, beam hardening, scatter, partial volume averaging, etc., which would be present in actual CT data are suppressed. In this way, we can isolate and address the issue of the impact of maximum likelihood data fidelity terms for sparse-view CT using the incremental algorithms with truncated iteration.
3.B. Incremental algorithm parameter optimization
In the implementation of TVC-PL, TVC-WLSQ, and TVC-LSQ, we employed a decreasing step-size
where ⌊·⌋ is the floor operation, and the parameter α ∈ (0,1] is the decay exponential designed according to Eq. (15). The R-IPG1 instances presented in Sec. 2.C depend on three algorithm parameters: t 0 , α, and ρ. We consider running R-IPG1 with one hundred iterations or less under the restriction that the images respect the TV constraint TV(x k ) ≤ γ after every iteration. This restriction forces ρ = 1, and for such low iteration numbers the impact of α is weak. Accordingly, we set α = 0, and consider only variation in t 0 . Each of the optimization problems depends on the TV constraint parameter γ and, in the case of TVC-WLSQ, on the choice of weights w i . For the present study, we assume access to the phantom TV, γ 0 , and for TVC-WLSQ, we assume knowledge of the object dependent variance in Eq. (10) . While such knowledge is not realistic in actual application with unknown subjects, it serves to illustrate upper bound performance of the algorithms of interest. Because the image TV constraint is satisfied at every iteration, it is sufficient to optimize t 0 based only on the corresponding value of the data fidelity objective function. Shown in Fig. 2 is the average data fidelity as a function of t 0 at iteration numbers 20, 50, and 100 for the three algorithms of interest setting γ = γ 0 . The optimal value of t 0 is the one which minimizes the particular data fidelity for a given number of iterations. In all cases, optimal t 0 occurs at smaller values F. 2. Log-log plots of the average value of the data fidelity objective function for TVC-PL, TVC-WLSQ, and TVC-LSQ as a function of the incremental algorithm parameter t 0 . Different curves in each graph correspond to different numbers of iterations, and these numbers appear in the legend. The average objective values are computed by evaluating the respective objective functions for the final image x k and dividing by the number of measurements m. In the case of the PL objective, the minimum possible value is not zero. As a result, the plotted average PL data-discrepancy represents the average over the PL data fidelity minus this fidelity evaluated with the phantom itself. It is also important to note that only the numbers within each graph can be compared; it is not meaningful to compare the values of different data fidelity objective functions.
when more iterations are performed. The curves for TVC-WLSQ and TVC-LSQ are fairly similar, while those of TVC-PL show rapid increase as t 0 decreases. The TVC-WLSQ and TVC-LSQ algorithms appear to be less sensitive to t 0 than TVC-PL. For obtaining reconstructed images, we record the optimal value of t 0 for each algorithm at 20, 50, and 100 iterations. In Fig. 3 , single images are shown for each case and for N 0 = 2 × 10 5 . Interestingly, even at 20 iterations the reconstructed images in all cases resemble the test phantom without any obvious artefacts due to truncated iteration. There is a slight sharpening of the TVC-PL images in going from 20 to 50 iterations; otherwise there is no clear difference between images for different iteration numbers. The images corresponding to TVC-PL and TVC-WLSQ appear to have less noise particularly toward the middle of the image. This is an indication that exploiting maximum likelihood does potentially have a beneficial impact in reducing noise variance without sacrificing bias.
3.C. Image statistics
To investigate the noise properties in more depth, we focus on the 50 iteration case and perform 1000 noise realizations using the Poisson model for the x-ray transmission data and reconstruct images with TVC-PL, TVC-WLSQ, and TVC-LSQ. From the 1000 reconstructed images a mean image is estimated along with a map of the pixel standard deviations all shown in Fig. 4 for the case of N 0 = 2 × 10 5 . The mean image is quite close to the test phantom, but subtracting the phantom from the mean images does highlight some differences between the results of the three algorithms. The standard deviation images are interesting in that the distributions are quite nonuniform as the standard devia- tion appears to be amplified near the borders between tissue types. A similar phenomenon was observed in Ref. 11 with the use of edge-preserving regularization. Also, the standard deviation of the image ensembles reconstructed by TVC-PL and TVC-WLSQ appears to have lower amplitude than that of TVC-LSQ particularly toward the middle of the image. This result strengthens the observation from the single images shown in Fig. 3 that use of maximum likelihood leads to lower amplitude noise in the reconstructed image than that corresponding to the unweighted data fidelity term.
To further investigate the reconstructed image noise properties, we generate standard deviation-bias curves by varying the TV constraint parameter γ and computing the mean, standard deviation, and bias over the corresponding images. The results for both intensity settings are shown in gap between the average bias of TVC-PL and TVC-WLSQ with the latter below the former.
In order to determine whether or not the gap between TVC-PL and TVC-WLSQ for the N 0 = 2×10 5 case is due to a discrepancy in convergence, we estimate image statistics from an ensemble of 100 images, which are converged solutions to the respective optimization problems. The converged images are obtained from 2000 iterations of the CP (Refs. 9 and 10) algorithm, and the resulting plots are shown in Fig. 6 . For the case of N 0 = 2 × 10 4 , the agreement between the R-IPG1 and CP results is close and both sets of results show similar curves. For N 0 = 2×10 5 , however, there is a larger discrepancy between the R-IPG1 and CP results. The CP results show close agreement between CP-TVC-WLSQ and CP-TVC-PL, while the R-IPG1 results do not. Thus, the latter disagreement can be attributed to slower convergence of TVC-PL relative to TVC-WLSQ.
Another interesting phenomenon in the N 0 = 2×10 5 results of Fig. 5 is that both the standard deviation and bias increase for each curve as γ increases beyond γ 0 . In order to see why this happens, we focus on mean and standard deviation maps, shown in Fig. 7 , for TVC-WLSQ for three different values of γ. For the case of γ = 0.8γ 0 the standard deviation map has clearly lower amplitude than that of γ = γ 0 , but the bias is visually larger as the mean image is significantly blurred for the lower value of γ. For the γ = 1.2γ 0 results, the standard deviation map has larger amplitude as expected. The bias map in this case reflects a situation unique to view angle under-sampling. For such conditions, the TV constraint not only serves to regularize the image against noise, but it also assists the image recovery in the noiseless case. As the TV constraint is loosened the phantom is no longer recovered from ideal under-sampled data. As a result streak artefacts become apparent in the bias map and the average bias rises relative to that of γ = γ 0 . This effect is less pronounced in the N 0 = 2 × 10 4 results because data noise is more dominant.
PRACTICAL ADVANTAGES OF EACH OF THE R-IPG1 ALGORITHMS
First, we point out that the performance of TVC-PL, TVC-WLSQ, and TVC-LSQ is remarkable considering the simple structure of these algorithms. Over the 1000 noise realizations each algorithm achieved the TV constraint to within 0.01% of the target γ and the final data fidelity varied less than 0.1% over the ensemble of realizations. Most importantly, the F. 6. Same as Fig. 5 except that curves are generated from an ensemble of 100 images obtained by solving the respective optimization problems with the CP algorithm.
F. 7. Same as Fig. 4 except that the rows all correspond to 50 iterations of TVC-WLSQ for the TV constraint parameters: γ = 0.8γ 0 (top row), γ = γ 0 (middle row), and γ = 1.2γ 0 .
visual appearance of the reconstructed images is close to the test phantom for low numbers of iterations.
Use of TVC-PL appears to reduce noise variance in the reconstructed image relative to TVC-LSQ provided that the noise model matches the Poisson distribution of the x-ray transmission data. TVC-PL is slightly more complicated to implement than TVC-LSQ, but the difference in implementation and algorithm efficiency is minor. Moreover, TVC-PL does not introduce more optimization parameters than TVC-LSQ. As a result, if the assumed data model applies, or is a close approximation, TVC-PL provides the better option to obtain images with reduced noise amplitude without sacrificing image bias.
In the performed simulation studies, it appears at first glance that TVC-WLSQ is the best option even though the data realizations are generated with the Poisson model. We point out, however, that the achieved performance in terms of bias versus standard deviation assumed knowledge of the ideal weights for the quadratic data fidelity. In practice, such weights are not available. If the existing data are used to obtain an estimate for the weights, the advantage in terms of image variance will be lost because the existing data contain noise. A smoothed version of the data may provide a better estimate of the weights. Also, the TVC-WLSQ algorithm may have further advantage when other sources of noise are considered such as detector electronic noise.
The TVC-LSQ algorithm may also have advantages in some situations. As pointed out noise is not the only form of data inconsistency, and if other physical factors are more important than the difference in noise modeling then TVC-LSQ is a good option. It appears also that the convergence of TVC-LSQ is slightly faster than that of TVC-PL at least for the CT system investigated here.
CONCLUSION
We have applied the incremental framework of Refs. 6 and 7 to generate algorithm instances of TV-constrained, data-discrepancy minimization for CT image reconstruction. The algorithm yields an accurate solution to the designed optimization problem at large iteration numbers and can provide a useful image at low iteration numbers. The TVC-PL, TVC-WLSQ, and TVC-LSQ are all run at low iteration numbers, yet the resulting images appear to reflect the design considerations of the corresponding optimization problem. Each of the optimization problems contains the TV constraint for mitigating streaking due to angular under-sampling. Indeed, each of the reconstructed images appear to be free from this artefact with γ ≤ γ 0 . Furthermore, the results of the noise studies with each algorithm indicate that the maximum likelihood data fidelity terms have an impact even though the iteration number is severely truncated. 
We shall use the optimization condition for unconstrained convex minimization that u * is an optimal point if and only if 0 ∈ ∂ c (u * ). For proof of this fact we refer the reader to Ref. 12 . We thus need the subdifferential of d c (x) which is given by
where for a convex set, the normal cone, N C (u) can be written as
we thus see that at an optimal point u * , one of two conditions must hold (1) x −u * = λt d c (u * ) (u * − P c (u * )), u * C (2) x −u * ∈ λt N C (u * ) ∩ {v : ∥v ∥ 2 ≤ 1}, u * ∈ C.
If condition (1) holds, we see that x, u * , and P C (u * ) all fall along a line, which, along with u * C and the convexity of
